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ABSTRACT

Parsimonious Markov models, a generalization of variable order Markov models, have been recently introduced for modeling biological sequences. Up to now, they have been learned by Bayesian approaches. However, there is not always sufficient prior knowledge available and a fully uninformative prior is difficult to define. In order to avoid cumbersome cross validation procedures for obtaining the optimal prior choice, we here adapt scoring criteria for Bayesian networks that approximate the Normalized Maximum Likelihood (NML) to parsimonious Markov models. We empirically compare their performance with the Bayesian approach by classifying splice sites, an important problem from computational biology.

1. INTRODUCTION

Classifying discrete sequences is an omnipresent task in computational biology, where an additional challenge is limited data. Recently, parsimonious Markov models [1], a generalization of variable order Markov models [2], have been proposed to model complex statistical dependencies among adjacent observations while keeping the parameter space small and thus avoiding overfitting.

Parsimonious Markov models (parsMMs) use parsimonious context trees (PCTs), which differ from traditional context trees [2] in two aspects: (i) a PCT is a balanced tree, i.e. each leaf has the same depth, and (ii) each node represents an arbitrary subset of the alphabet $A$, with the additional constraint that everywhere in the tree, sibling nodes form together a partition of $A$. An example PCT, which shows both features, forming a partition of context sequences that cannot be represented by a traditional context tree, is shown in Figure 1. A PCT $\tau$ of depth $d$ partitions all context sequences of length $d$ over alphabet $A$ into disjoint sets, which are called context. We denote all contexts represented by $\tau$ as $C_{\tau}$. An inhomogeneous parsimonious Markov model of order $D$ for modelling sequences of length $L$ allows using different PCTs at each position in the sequence. The first $D$ positions use PCTs of increasing order $0, \ldots, D - 1$, whereas the remaining $L - D$ positions use PCTs of order $D$. The likelihood function is given by

$$P(X|\Theta) = \prod_{\ell=1}^{L} \prod_{w \in C_{\tau_\ell}} \prod_{a \in A} (\theta_{\tau_\ell w a})^{N_{\tau_\ell w a}}. \quad (1)$$

where $N_{\tau_{\ell w a}}$ is the number of occurrences of symbol $a$ at position $\ell$ in all sequences in data set $X$, whose subsequences from position $\ell - |w|$ to $\ell - 1$ are an element of context $w$.

The likelihood is closely related to that of Bayesian networks (BNs), since it factorizes into independent terms for each variable and the number of conditional probability parameters depends on the structure of the model. However, whereas BNs have freedom in choosing the parent nodes of a random variable but always use separate conditional probability parameters for each possible realization of the parent nodes, parsMMs have fixed parent nodes but freedom in lumping several of their possible realizations together as one context.

There is an efficient dynamic programming (DP) algorithm [3, 1] for finding the PCT that maximizes an arbitrary structure score, which only has to fulfill the property of factorizing into independent leaf scores. In the Bayesian setting, the structure score is usually the local posterior probability of a PCT given data. If the local prior parameter is a symmetric Dirichlet with equivalent sample size (ESS) $\alpha$, we obtain the BDeu score [4], which...
can be used in the DP algorithm since it factorizes along contexts. The conditional probability parameters are estimated by the mean posterior (MP) principle.

In practice, there is rarely reliable a priori knowledge available for specifying \( \alpha \). Since it is known that the choice of \( \alpha \) influences the model complexity in the case of Bayesian networks [5], it is safe to assume that a similar effect may be observed for parsimonious Markov models. Often a cross validation (CV) on the training data is used to obtain a reasonable choice for this external parameter. However, CV is a time consuming procedure and there is no guarantee that a useful prior on a subset of the training data will also yield optimal results when learning from the complete training data for classifying previously unseen test instances.

In order to avoid CV, we propose using NML approximating methods for structure and parameter learning, which have been initially proposed for BNs, for parsimonious Markov models. The fNML score [6] has been suggested as score for structure learning of BNs, whereas the corresponding conditional probability parameters have been obtained in the same setting by using fsNML estimates [7]. Due to the structural similarity of the likelihood function of parsMMs and that of BNs, both methods can be adapted without modification.

### 2. RESULTS

We compare two different scores for the PCT structures, BDeu and fNML, and two different methods for estimating conditional probability parameters of each PCT, MP and fsNML. In order to determine whether structure or parameter learning is dominating the results, we do not only compare MP parameter estimates for a BDeu optimal structure with fsNML parameter estimates for an fNML optimal structure, but also consider the other two possibilities (Table 1).

We perform two separate case studies. The first study is a standard classification experiment for short symbolic sequences, which uses labeled training data and involves structure and parameter learning for both classes. In computational biology, this is an abundant task, when experimentally verified training data is available.

The second study is inspired by the computational problem of de novo motif discovery [8, 9]. Motif discovery usually involves latent variables, hence it cannot be solved exactly, and approximate algorithms, such as the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm [10] have to be resorted to. Formulating fNML and fsNML in a setting with latent variables, i.e., utilizing weighted data inside the EM algorithm is not straightforward, but a slight modification of the classification problem resembles the task that typically arises in those iterative algorithms. In the modified classification, the structure and parameters of the background class are fixed and there is much more background training data available. Hence the prior in the Bayesian setting only affects the foreground model. This resembles the problem of motif discovery, where only structure and parameters of a motif model (foreground)

Table 1. The two combinations in the major diagonal are the obvious ways of learning parsMMs in the Bayesian and NML setting respectively, whereas the minor diagonal contains rather artificial combinations, which we mainly investigate for academic purposes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MP</th>
<th>BDeu-MP</th>
<th>fNML-MP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>fsNML</td>
<td>BDeu-fsNML</td>
<td>fNML-fsNML</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

are to be estimated, whereas the structure and parameters of the background model remain fixed.

#### 2.1. Standard classification

In the first experiment, we perform a standard classification on the benchmark data set of Yeo and Burge [11]. It consists of 12,623 experimentally verified splice donor sites (foreground data) and 269,157 non-splice sites (background data). Both data sets, consisting of sequences of length 7 over the quaternary DNA alphabet, were already split by Yeo and Burge into training and test data at the ratio of 2:1 [11], and we use the same partitioning.

Since we are interested in situations with limited data, we randomly pick 500 sequences from each of the training data sets for learning foreground and background model, both being second order inhomogeneous parsimonious Markov models. We learn – for each possible combination of scores – structure and parameters of two parsimonious Markov models. For the Bayesian scores, we learn models for a large variety of possible ESS values, ranging from \( 10^{-3} \) to \( 10^{3} \). We repeat the procedure \( 10^{3} \) times with different training samples.

In Figure 2, we compare the average complexities of the learned models. For the BDeu score, we observe with increasing ESS an increase in model complexity, which is a behaviour that is already known from Bayesian networks [5]. The fNML score has the advantage of not being affected by the ESS at all. However, it yields a comparatively low model complexity for the foreground model, which is surprising since the foreground data set is known to contain strong statistical dependencies. The background model is surprisingly complex, given the fact that the background data shows much less dependencies.

Additional studies have have shown that the difference in model complexity of fNML estimated foreground and background model decreases when both samples sizes are reduced. The BDeu score, however, retains a certain difference in model complexity, even when sample sizes are very small.

However, the PCT structure itself is not sufficient to compare scoring criteria, since we are mainly interested in the classification performance of the learned models. In order to evaluate the classification performance of a set of PCTs, we estimate conditional probability parameters, build a likelihood ratio classifier, compute probabilities for each sequence in both test data sets and compute
the area under the ROC curve (AUC) [12]. When combining the Bayesian structure and parameter learning, we apply the same prior to both problems.

For each of the four possible score combinations, we repeat the entire study with $10^3$ different training samples and average the resulting AUC values. The results are shown in Figure 3. We observe an AUC of 0.9691 for the fNML-fsNML method. For an ESS ranging from $10^1$ to $10^3$, the Bayesian approach outperforms fNML-fsNML method, obtaining a maximal AUC of 0.9708 for an ESS of 200. Interestingly, an ESS of 1, which is often considered to be the most uninformative choice, is obviously not optimal, since performs significantly worse than larger ESS values and even slightly worse than the NML approach.

The mixed approach of combining fNML structure learning with MP parameter estimates also yields a good classification, if the ESS is chosen correctly. For ESS values between 10 and 500, it outperforms the pure NML method, and its absolute maximum with an AUC of 0.9712 at ESS of 100 even outperforms the pure Bayesian method, even though the difference is quite small.

The BDeu-fsNML method does not show strong over- or underfitting, but it is even with perfectly chosen ESS only slightly better than the pure NML method. In general, the parameter learning seems to dominate the experiment, since the methods using the same parameter estimate resemble each other more than the methods using the same structure score.

### 2.2. Fixed background

In the second experiment, we consider a different setting. Now fix the background model to a simple independence model and estimate its parameters once from the entire background training data set according to the maximum likelihood (ML) principle. Since the complete background data contains over $10^5$ data points, the ML estimator is basically identical to fsNML and MP estimates. The repeated holdout experiment as described in the previous section is only carried out for the foreground model. This situation resembles the problem de novo motif discovery [8, 9], where there is orders of magnitude more data available for learning the parameters of the background compared to the foreground, and where learning the background model does not contain a model selection step.

The results of this modified classification are shown in Figure 4. We observe the fNML-fsNML approach in comparison with the BDeu-MP approach to be almost optimal. There is only a tiny improvement that the Bayesian approach may achieve if the ESS would have been chosen perfectly at a value of approximately 20. Interestingly, both mixed approaches perform better than the pure Bayesian approach, since the range of good ESS values and the maximal improvement in AUC are increased.

Both methods using the MP parameter estimates break down if the ESS is larger than 100, which might be explained as follows. If the foreground parameters are computed by using a large ESS, resulting large pseudocounts, they get concentrated around the uniform distribution. This is not a problem as long as the same applies to the background parameters, since even small differences between foreground and background parameters are sufficient to classify a test sequence correctly. However, if the background parameters are fixed to certain values, only smoothing the foreground parameters creates an imbalance which prevents a fair comparison of foreground and background likelihood for a test sequence, resulting in...
Figure 4. Averaged AUC values for the classification experiment with fixed background model. The standard errors are below $10^{-5}$, hence error bars are omitted.

many classification errors. This situation however, typically occurs in the problem of de novo motif discovery, where a motif model is estimated from small data samples, and where and the background model, it is compared with, has fixed parameters that may have been estimated from a much larger amount of data.

3. CONCLUSIONS

We have compared NML with Bayesian criteria for structure and parameter learning of parsimonious Markov models with application to the classification of DNA sequences. In a standard classification, we found the Bayesian approach to perform well, outperforming the NML approach for a comparatively large range of ESS values. We also found the optimal ESS parameter for classification purposes to be larger than 1, which is often an intuitive choice, but smaller than 500. In a classification with fixed background model structure and parameters, we found the NML approach to be as good as the optimal Bayesian approach. The latter does not yield a significant improvement in AUC, even if the optimal value of the ESS would have been guessed. Moreover, we find the Bayesian approach in this setting to be very sensitive towards very large ESS values. This makes it tempting to speculate that the NML learning approach might be also of use in the problem of de novo motif discovery, which includes a classification step with fixed background parameters.
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